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Why Basel II?

� Basel I framework crude, overweighted some risks and 
underweighted others. 

– Banks would engage in regulatory arbitrage: Best firms 
would bypass banks and go directly to markets for funding

– Encouraged credit risk transfer via securitisation to avoid 
capital charges

– EMEs:  Banks followed formula without sufficient attention 
to the need for active risk management

� Basel II: more risk sensitivity in capital allocation. 

– 3 pillars – Capital adequacy, supervisory review, market 
discipline.  



● Pillar 1. Capital allocations against credit, market and operational risks.  
Standardised approach resembles Basel I with somewhat better 
discrimination among risks, while the IRB and advanced approaches 
allow banks to use their own models to assess risks.  Focus here on 
standardised approach.  Note: Most countries eventually want more 
risk-sensitive approach.

● Pillar 2 relies on supervisory input to take into account risks outside 
Pillar 1 framework and country-specific characteristics

● Introduce changes in bank regulation and supervision, and bank 
governance so as to encourage a risk-based approach (Key: Basel 
Core Principles for Banking Supervision, BCP)

● Promotes complementary risk-management methods like stress 
testing

● Pillar 3 sees a role for market discipline for the first time with a focus 
on transparency

The three pillars



Who is adopting Basel II?
� More than 90 countries plan to adopt it, including Basel Committee members

– 2006 Basel II Implementation Survey currently being processed. It updates FSI 
survey in 2004.  98 non-Basel Committee member countries participated in 
2006 survey.

– Roughly same percentage of banking assets to be subject to Basel II, over 
80% overall, higher in most regions but just over 20% in the Caribbean 
because one major offshore center has not finalised its plans re Basel II 
implementation. 

� Many EMEs adopting standardised approach plus basic indicator/standardised 
approach for operational risk (eg by 2007 India, Philippines). 

– Some regulators see relatively low compliance and switchover costs as it 
resembles Basel I 

– Some also take the view that additional capital requirements might be limited 
but there might be an issue for some countries here (see below)

– Both domestic and foreign banks may adopt standardised approach (even if 
some foreign banks use IRB globally)



Who is adopting Basel II? (cont’d)
� IRB/Advanced approaches. To be adopted by 

– Advanced EMEs; possibly some foreign banks in less 
advanced EMEs (eg Philippines: provided that they can show 
that their models are suited to domestic conditions); in future:
domestic banks in less advanced EMEs 

• Example: Around 2010 Philippines sees transition to IRB 
and advanced IRB and advanced measurement 
approaches for operational risk. In the meantime, banks 
can build up databases to estimate default probabilities and 
other variables for use in advanced models.

� Timetable is somewhat less ambitious today than in 2004: some 
countries that were planning to adopt IRB/Advanced approaches 
have postponed this.
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Basel issue 1: 
Will more capital be required? 

● QIS 5 – more capital for non-G10 banks under Basel II.

Overall results 
Average change in total minimum required capital 

relative to current Accord, in per cent 
 
 Standardised 

approach  
FIRB 

approach  
AIRB 

approach  
Most likely 
approach  

G10 Group 1 (82) 1.7  -1.3  -7.1  -6.8  

G10 Group 2 (146) -1.3  -12.3  -26.7  -11.3  

Other non-G10 Group 1 
(6 banks) 

1.8  -16.2  -29.0  -20.7  

Other non-G10 Group 2  
(54 banks) 

38.2  11.4  -1.0  19.5  

 



Notes
� Group 1 banks are banks which fulfil all three of the following criteria: (1) Tier 1 

capital in excess of €3 billion; (2) The bank is diversified; and (3) The bank is 
internationally active.

� G10 (includes the 13 Basel Committee member countries) Belgium, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, United States.

� CEBS group not shown. (European countries which are either EU member states, 
EU accession candidates or members of the European Economic Area (EEA). 
Comprises the Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) – members or 
observers - which includes 30 countries (both G10 and non-G10), 20 of which 
provided data for QIS 5). Non-G10 members of this group are Bulgaria, Cyprus, the 
Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Malta, Norway, Poland, and 
Portugal.

� Other non-G10 countries Australia, Bahrain, Brazil, Chile, India, Indonesia, Peru.



Why more capital? 
� New capital allocation for operational risk plus more capital for other 

risks (eg higher risk weights on some bank assets)
– In some countries, eg Colombia, current market risk calculation 

and exposure to government bonds such that capital allocation 
for market risk as much as 50% below standardised approach. 
(See Vargas, forthcoming)

� Lower forbearance implied by introduction of new accounting 
standards (eg Philippines, adoption of IAS 39 implies recognition of 
losses on non-performing loans, although banks allowed to stagger 
this over extended period).

� Will cushions limit need for more capital? 
– Capital adequacy ratios typically well above 8% in EMEs. 

Around 11% or higher in set of EMEs we surveyed for a meeting 
of EM Deputy Governors in Dec 2005 (BIS, forthcoming).

– However, not clear how much of cushion is available and weaker 
banks may still need to raise capital. 



How best to raise capital? 
� Choices: Raise equity?  Rely on other instruments?  Merge?
� Cost, liquidity, market discipline and corporate control considerations. 
� State owned banks might have more difficulty raising capital. India: state-

owned banks have reportedly told regulator that they cannot meet Basel 
II capital requirements for 2007. Requirement of 51% state ownership is 
a constraint. 

– What role privatisation versus public injections of capital. Or search 
for new instruments that raise capital but do not dilute public control? 

� Mergers and consolidations 
– Since 1999, number of commercial banks in a set of emerging 

market economies surveyed increased only in China, Saudi Arabia 
and Colombia while falling 10-30% elsewhere. (Mihaljek, 
forthcoming). 

– Should regulator encourage mergers? Thailand, Malaysia, India, 
Indonesia: “single-presence concept” implies restrictions on banks 
holding more than a certain share (eg 25%) in more than one bank. 

� Affects foreign banks and in Indonesia might affect government 
ownership. 
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Basel issues 2: Ratings and risk exposures 
under the standardised approach
� Basel II standardized approach has finer treatment of risks.  

� More discrimination in exposure to government risk (no 
longer the OECD versus non-OECD distinction).  

– Sovereign rating if foreign currency bonds held

– Lower rating permissible if government bond held in 
domestic currency and funded in local currency

 

Sovereign ratings or ECA classifications 

Credit rating AAA to AA- A+ to A- BBB+ to 
BBB- 

BB+ to B- Below B- Unassessed 

ECAs 0-1 2 3 4-6 7  

Risk 
weights 
sovereigns 

0% 20% 50% 100% 150% 100% 

 



Risk weights:  Corporate and Retail
Corporates
● Basel II allows for variations in risk ratings among corporate 

borrowers.  
● Standardised risk  weights now in 5 categories, 20%, 50%, 100%, 

100% and 150% for ratings AAA/AA- to  below B-.   Unrated has 
100% risk weights. 

Retail (unrated)
● Mortgages (secured) 35%.
● Other retail.  Preferential weights. 75% assumes diversification

benefits.
Standardised approach does not address all issues of ratings and

risk, so adjustments reflecting national conditions  foreseen under 
Pillar II. What guidance can research give to policymakers and 
supervisors?



Claim

AAA- A+ - A- BBB+ - BB+ - B- Below B- Unrated

AA- BBB-

0%
(0-1)

20%
(2)

50%
(3)

100%
(4-6)

150%
(7)

100%

Option 11 20% 50% 100% 100% 150% 100%

Option 22 20%
(20%)3

50%
(20%)3

50%
(20%)3

100%
(50%)3

150%
(150%)3

50%
(20%)3

Corporates 20% 50% 100%
BB+ - BB-

100%
Below BB-

150%
100%

Retail Mortgages 35%

Other retail 75%

1.  Risk weighting based on risk weights of sovereign in which the bank is incorporated, but one category less favourable.
2.  Risk weighting based on the assessment of the individual bank. For unrated banks, the weight cannot be more favourable than the sovereign.
3.  Claims on banks of an original maturity of less than three months generally receive a weighting that is one category more favourable than the
     usual risk weight on the bank's claim.

Banks

Sovereigns
(Export credit agencies)

Assessment

Standardised Approach - Risk Weights



Ratings and ratings agencies
� Low ratings penetration in EMEs. Very small proportion of 

corporate borrowers are rated. 
– Limits risk sensitivity of standardised approach.

� How to raise penetration?
– More developed financial markets (so ratings agencies 

become familiar with borrowers by rating their issues). A lot 
of recent BIS work on bond markets. 

– Domestic rating agencies
• Qualifications?  How determined?
• Incentives for forbearance in ratings vs value of 

reputation/ratings franchise?
• Will ratings methodology be consistent across countries?  

– Would encouraging domestic tie-ups with foreign rating 
agencies address issues? (In some countries this seen as 
positive)

� Transitional arrangements – regulator sets ratings framework 
(Powell, 2004) – seems to be in line with Pillar II.



Bank exposure to government debt
� Concerns eg Argentina, Colombia, India, Philippines. (see 

Mohanty (forthcoming), Moreno (forthcoming) and Vargas 
(forthcoming))

– Are risk weights on sovereign debt in domestic currency 
adequate 

– How much should macro considerations, such as fiscal 
dominance and the possibility that central bank might inflate 
away value of local currency debt be taken into account in 
assessing riskiness of government debt?

� Implications of exposure to sovereign foreign currency bonds via
foreign banks?  

– Domestic banks can gain exposure to internationally issued 
government debt via foreign banks (credit-linked notes); the 
rating of the issuer may be higher than the rating of the 
sovereign.  In the past, these bonds were held by foreigners. 

� How should policy respond? 

– Limits on bank holdings of government bonds?  (eg 
Argentina in July 2006 cut public debt ceiling as proportion of 
bank assets to 35% from 40%)



Are preferential risk weights for retail lending 
appropriate in EMEs?

� EMEs. Concerns that risk management systems might not 
ensure financial stability

– Credit card problems in Korea and efforts to curb risks 
in lending to households in Thailand

– LTV ceilings in residential mortgage lending in a 
number of emerging markets, plus restrictions or 
penalties on real estate transactions in some countries 
(eg Korea).



Ratings incentives issues
� Lowest rating has higher risk weight (150%) than no rating 

(100%) – disincentives to being rated if high risk.
– Very large impact on countries where ratings are rare had a 

higher risk weight been applied to credits to unrated 
companies. 

– Possible solutions?: Supervisors adjust risk weights for 
unrated firms (Pillar 2). What guidance on how to do this?

� Higher capital charges for high risk assets under IRB than under
standardised approach

– No incentive to switch to IRB if banks have low quality 
portfolio (Kupiec 2001, Reisen 2001). 

– Banks with high risk portfolios might have a competitive 
advantage by following the standardised approach 
(Neumann and Turner, 2005).

� Solutions?  Adjust standardised risk weights for high risk 
portfolios? Would stronger banking systems take care of this?



Notes

� Stronger emerging markets banking systems: Lowering 
risks in loan portfolios means IRB approach would require 
less capital than standardised approach in some EMEs 
(like in developed countries).  

� Could lower risks with (1) more foreign banks; (2) 
sufficiently long credit histories from credit bureaux for 
consumers and enterprises (allows picking the best 
credits); (3) more stable macro policies (eg. flexible 
exchange rates, etc). 

� How to assess strength of banking systems over time, 
particularly seeing through the business cycle? 

– Ratings agencies very interested in this question

– BIS research on banking strength



Are other risk exposures a concern?
� Concentration risks, and other risks involving counterparties. 

– Asian crisis – counterparties and full range of exposures not so 
easily identified.  

– Cross guarantees (and connected lending) posed significant and not 
easily assessed risks. Relevant in Turkey, Korea and today in China.

– Regulators in many countries have imposed limits to single borrower.  
One applies principle: lending to related parties on same terms as 
unrelated.  

� Liquidity risks. Key in emerging markets.  (1) How well do banks manage 
their liquidity positions?  (2) Do interbank markets function well in 
supplying liquidity or are they channel for contagion? (3) Bank liquidity 
and financial market depth.  (4) Dollarisation/euroisation (transfer of risks 
to borrowers)

– One EME, efforts to stem money laundering drain liquidity 

– New BCP to address this

� Operational risks. (1) How to measure adequacy of Basel II approach 
given proprietary data? (2) Survey. Seen as key issue by global banks.  
Market incentive: Bad press or fines affect stock price.  What incentives 
in EMEs?  
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Basel issue 3: Supervision, risk management 
and governance

� Effective banking supervision key in BCP and Pillar II

� What issues should supervisor focus on? From FSAPs, 
one key issue is deficiencies in risk management.

– No culture of risk management in banking institutions; 
compliance with banking regulations is largely 
mechanical. Regulations on credit exposures and on 
connected lending are seen as not strict enough. In 
some countries there are insufficient regulations for 
managing market risk. 



State of risk management

Source:  Moreno, forthcoming.



Response: Improving bank governance
� Pillar 2 strategy: increase accountability of board for risk management 

design, monitoring; increase professional qualifications of board 
members to fulfil this responsibility.  Contrast to family boards often found 
in EME banking systems. 

– (See Basel Committee for Banking Supervision, “Enhancing 
corporate governance for banking organisations”,  February 2006). 

– Key challenge dealing with unexpected:  Philippines liquidity crunch 
on bond funds; response was a regulation requiring bank boards to 
be accountable for this type of risk.

� What is needed for this to work?
– Is bank governance structure conducive to managing risks like 

connected lending, concentration risk? 
– Incentives of majority shareholders vis-a-vis minority shareholders, 

depositors or government?
– Board relationship to management and accountability for bank 

performance.
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� Conclusion. Thank you.


